
Barrier 3: Language 
 
Qui bene presunt is a Latin text; to study this summa requires at least a basic 
knowledge of Latin. 
 
There were, though, numerous other language barriers to overcome during the 
creation of the Qui bene catalogue. Foreign and technical languages prevent 
some catalogues from being widely accessible. Undergraduate students 
unfamiliar with codicological terminology and abbreviations are at a particular 
disadvantage, which is heightened when a catalogue is written in a foreign 
languages. Some catalogues – such as Catalogus Codicum Latinroum Bibliothecae 
Regiae Monacensis by Carolus Halm, Fridericus Keinz, Gulielmus Meyer, and 
Georgius Thomas – are written entirely in Latin. Even catalogues written in 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                 jargon. Had these catalogues been written in English or  
     Latin, or had they not included codicological jargon, they might have been 
more understandable to a University of Toronto undergraduate. 

Barrier 2: Format and Content Inconsistency 
 
There is not a standard format for manuscript catalogue listings. While 
catalogues almost always provide basic manuscript information such as size 
(in metric or imperial) and estimated year of completion, there is great 
variation regarding the additional information each cataloguer includes in his/
her work. There is even greater variation regarding how the cataloguer displays 
information. 
 
Montague Rhodes James and Neil Ripley Ker, working primarily in the early- 
to mid-twentieth century, wrote some of the most authoritative British 
catalogues in use today. Their works remain respected because of the sheer 
amount of detail they provide; each manuscript listing is accompanied by 
descriptions of the texts inside the codex (including page numbers), as well as 
mentions of even minute features that might be considered notable. In writing 
the Qui bene catalogue, James’ and Ker’s attention to detail aided in producing 
comprehensive listings. Other cataloguers, unfortunately, did not provide 
nearly as much detail; consequently, the Qui bene catalogue is left wanting. 
 
A more modern manuscript-listing template is used by the University of 
Pennsylvania Libraries’ Schoenberg Database of Manuscripts. The University is 
currently copying manuscript information from auction and sale catalogues, 
inventories, and institutional and private catalogues into a standard format that 
is comprehensible even to those with little manuscript knowledge. The 
Schoenberg Database’s manuscript listings are not as comprehensive as James’ 
or Ker’s, but they are formatted in an easy-to-read way and are written clearly 
and concisely. Unfortunately, errors made in the copying process have 
impeded this resource’s credibility. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For undergraduate purposes, great detail is not necessarily practical, or even 
useful. The Qui bene catalogue, for example, does not include everything 
James and Ker noted in their listings. Rather, information was selected to 
reflect its perceived usefulness to this particular catalogue. The manuscript-
listing template employed for the Qui bene catalogue, and the proposed 
template for future undergraduate researchers, is as follows:  
Manuscript Citation 
Secundo Folio of Codex:!
Physical Description of Codex !
     Number of folios: !
     Size/format:!
     Writing support:!
     Binding:!
     Script:!
     Mise�en�page:!
     Other: !
Custodial History of Codex:!
Details of Qui bene:!
References: 
These headings do not purport to account for all of the potentially notable 
features of the codices and texts described. Indeed, if the entire codices were 
to be catalogued, this template would need to be expanded to accommodate 
multiple texts within each codex. Nevertheless, for undergraduates, this 
template is useful in that it provides a guideline for what to look for when 
searching through catalogues or manuscripts themselves. Using this template 
as a standard catalogue-developing tool would also improve consistency and 
readability of students’ catalogue listings. 

Above:' Luigi' de'Marchi' and'Giovanni'Bertolani’s' Inventario*
dei* manoscri/* della* R.* Biblioteca* universitaria* di* Pavia*
(1894).''
'
Below:' Universitätsbibliothek' EichstäE's'Qui* bene' lisGng* in'
its' Kataloge* der* Universitätsbibliothek* Eichstä?:* Die*
mi?elalterlichen*HandschriCen'(1999).'*

 
 

Barrier 1: Physical Inaccessibility 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Limited Access to Manuscripts 
The Qui bene catalogue was completed without access to any of the actual 
manuscript copies being catalogued because, as shown by the map above, 
all but one of the extant copies of Qui bene are held in Europe. 
Undergraduate students are typically not granted time or funding to travel to 
examine remote manuscripts. Therefore, catalogues become vital research 
tools that stand-in for the manuscripts themselves. However, without access 
to the manuscripts themselves, undergraduates have no way to verify the 
integrity of the catalogues. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Limited Access to Catalogues 
Reasonably, manuscripts are generally held for use only by those who are 
qualified to handle them. However, manuscripts themselves are not the only 
materials protected; their catalogues are as well. These catalogues are often 
the only way for undergraduates to access information about manuscripts.  
While many of the manuscript catalogues consulted for this research have 
been digitized and can be publically viewed on such websites as 
Archive.org and Google Books, many others are not so accessible. For 
example, Henricus O. Coxe’s Catalogus Codicum MSS qui in Collegiis  !
   Aulisque Oxoniensibus Hodie Adservantur and Gulielmus D. Macray’s  
 
 
 
 
 

This library – like most special collections on campus – requires 
membership in addition to an affiliation with the University of Toronto. 
Access to materials in this collection may not be granted to one whose 
research is deemed unworthy. The catalogues are, in short, not publically 
accessible. It is important that mangers of University of Toronto special 
collections recognize that undergraduates, particularly those enrolled in 
Book & Media Studies, require access to these materials, and that managers 
more readily support undergraduate research needs. 
 

LeH:'Montague'Rhodes' James'*Qui*bene* lisGng' (15)' in'A*descripGve* catalogue*of* the*manuscripts* in* the*
college* library* of*Magdalene* College,* Cambridge' (1909);' the' lisGng' is' four' pages' long.' Right:' The' Paris'
Imprimerie' naGonale's' Qui* bene* lisGng* (29)' in' its' Catalogue* général* des* manuscrits* des* bibliothèques*
publiques*des*départements*publié*sous*les*auspices*du*Ministre*de*l'instrucGon*publique*(1849);'the'lisGng'
is'one'quarter'of'a'page'long.'
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Research Summary 
 

The assignment upon which this presentation is based was to create a comprehensive and consistent catalogue of all extant copies of the c. 1215 summa Qui bene presunt.!
Research Supervisor Dr. Joseph Goering provided a list of all known copies of the text as of 1994; this list was to verified and added to. 

The completed catalogue includes more than sixty manuscript listings. It provides descriptions of each manuscript's physicality, custodial history, and particular Qui bene section. 
In creating this catalogue, numerous research barriers had to be overcome. !

This presentation addresses three of the barriers relevant to University of Toronto undergraduates engaged in manuscript studies: physical inaccessibility, format and content inconsistency, and language. 
The conclusion of this presentation offers recommendations to improve the research experiences of undergraduate codicologists, so they may more meaningfully contribute to the academic conversation. 

 

Conclusion and Recommendations 
 
While manuscripts and manuscript catalogues provide useful 
codicological information for undergraduates to produce 
work that contributes to the academic conversation, these !
materials are generally not accessible to them. Such 
inaccessibility impedes the learning experience of those 
enrolled in the University of Toronto’s Book & Media Studies 
program in particular. This presentation has identified three 
barriers to undergraduate manuscript studies and catalogue 
use that must be overcome. 
 
The research demonstrates that physical accessibility, format 
and content inconsistency, and language are three barriers to 
manuscript studies at the undergraduate level. There are other 
potential barriers that offer opportunities for further research. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

produce a definitive guide to reading and creating !
manuscript catalogues that would promote a consistent 
format for future catalogues, whether in-print or online. For 
now, though, the template used in this research offers one 
option to prompt undergraduate researchers and to enhance 
consistency among undergraduates’ manuscript listings. 

languages other than Latin 
almost always include at least 
some Latin terminology and 
abbreviations. While few 
undergraduate students can be 
expected to be fluent in Latin, 
codicological terminology is 
often rooted in Latin. Therefore, 
Latin catalogues may be more 
e a s i l y  u n d e r s t o o d b y 
undergraduate codicologists 
than those written in other 
languages.  
 
In researching for the Qui bene 
catalogue, some consulted 
catalogues were written in 
languages other than Latin and 
English. These included Luigi 
de Marchi and Giovanni 
Bertolani’s Inventario dei 
Manoscritti della R. Biblioteca 
Universitaria di Pavia, written 
in Italian (with some Latin), 
and Universitätsbibliothek 
E i chs t ä t t ’s Ka ta loge de r 
Universitätsbibliothek Eichstätt: 
D i e  m i t t e l a l t e r l i c h e n 
H a n d s c h r i f t e n ,  w r i t t e n 
exc lu s ive l y i n Ge rman . 
Consultations with fluent 
Italian and German speakers 
proved futile, as they were 
unfamiliar with codicological 

 

Catalogi Codicum Manuscriptorum: Bibliothecæ Bodleianæ, Partis 
Quintæ, both vital to the completion of the Oxford catalogue entries, 
are available through the University of Toronto library system 
exclusively at the Pontifical Institute of Mediæval Studies Library. 

While the British Library and the University of 
Pennsylvania Libraries are enhancing accessibility to 
manuscript studies, there is still much work to be 
done. Other institutions should begin updating and 
digitizing their catalogues; undergraduates might 
consider becoming part of one of these projects upon 
graduation. Further, a scholar or institution should'

A'November' 19,' 2013' ' email' response' ' from'Mr.' Julian' Reid,' an' archivist' at' Corpus'
ChrisG'College'in'Oxford.'This'message'illustrates'the'danger'of'not'having'direct'access'
to'the'manuscripts'one'is'studying.'Mr.'Reid'notes'that'the'1994'lisGng'for'the'Corpus'
ChrisG'copy'of'Qui*bene'was' incorrect,' in'numerous'ways.'Had'Mr.'Reid'not'provided'
the' correct' informaGon,' the'Qui* bene' catalogue' likely'would' have' included' the' false'
informaGon.'

An' October' 4,' 2013' email' response' from' Ms.' Eva' Oledzka,' Western'
Manuscripts' Reference' Librarian' at' the' Bodleian' Library' in' Oxford.' Ms.'
Oledzka’s'email'reveals'a'common'result'of'inaccessibility:'librarians'do'not'
necessarily'have'the'Gme'to'assist'patrons'across'the'globe.'

Language is a more complicated barrier to overcome, as there 
may not be an immediate solution to the use of foreign languages 
in catalogue creation. The potential strain caused by technical 
language, however, is more easily relieved. For undergraduate 
purposes, it is recommended to familiarize students with 
codicological terminology and abbreviations so that they may 
understand them if the need arises. However, in creating 
catalogues, undergraduate students should minimize the use of 
technical jargon; jargon should only be used when necessary. 
Avoiding jargon will prevent the alienation of beginner 
codicologists, as well as  non-codicologists, using these 
catalogues for their research. One should remember that 
language accessibility is as important to consider as physical 
accessibility. 
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